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Are you looking for a site where you can bet on sports (in both live and pre-game mode) or e-sports at very competitive odds? MrXbet , an online bookmaker, has made its platform which has been translated into more than a dozen languages (including English) available to all and without having to use a VPN.

Despite its relatively recent (2017) appearance, this operator which has been licenced by the Kahnawake Gambling Commission (Canada), continues to gain ground in the online betting scene. The chance to win tantalizing sums is combined with a very diverse selection as well as several features that will make navigating the site and conducting transactions easy.



While it’s unfortunate that, at the time this article was written, live streaming options were not available, nevertheless MrXbet is still a sports and e-sports betting site that offers many advantages. For example, there’s the welcome bonus for new users, a simple account registration process, plus the fact that many payment methods accepted and all withdrawal requests are diligently processed and many other benefits. All of this is featured on a site that’s remarkably user-friendly.
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Everything about MrXbet© at a glance

✓ A full range of pre-match and live betting

✓ A multitude of payment solutions

✓ Withdrawals processed almost instantly

✓ Irish gamblers are accepted without having to use a VPN




This dealer is part of a group of international bookmakers who are able to cover an enormous betting market and offer tax-free odds all while being internationally regulated.

Do you want high odds, Asian handicaps and unlimited betting?

MrXbet has the tremendous benefit of being accessible from anywhere and allowing registration from Ireland or any other country.








Brief FAQ

	Is it possible to register without using a VPN?

Yes, MrXbet accepts IP addresses from all over the world.

	Is registration possible with an address from Ireland?

Yes, Irish punters are accepted on the site.

	What’s the odds level like?

The odds rating is very tantalizing and often comes close to market leaders like 1xbet or Pinnancle.

	Is it reliable for making financial transactions?

Yes, MrXbet is completely trustworthy. In fact withdrawals are processed almost immediately and no fees are charged.

	What is the minimum amount per bet?

There is no minimum amount set by MrXbet.

	What is the minimum deposit?

€10



Access the full version of the most commonly asked questions about MrXbet©
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[bookmark: 1]MrXbet© - a general overview

The platform’s design significantly enhances the betting experience. So it’s pleasing to see MrXbet ‘s extensive selection presented on a very well-designed site. The graphic layout has specifically been designed for easy navigation. What makes this even more interesting is the fact that in addition to sports betting. the bookmaker also offers casino, live casino and lottery games as well an array of virtual sports. Players who crave a complete gaming experience will appreciate this extensive assortment.

Unlike many of its competitors, MrXbet has really made an effort to ensure that its platform is intuitive and that, despite the magnitude of its section, novices can venture into the world of online betting with little difficulty. The select is neatly displayed on an elegant desktop site and a mobile version with a dark background with shades of green, featuring easily identifiable menu for each option: “Casino”, “Live Casino”, “Sports”, “Live Sports”, “Virtual Sports” and “Lottery”. Advertising links also take you to the most popular content on the site.

[image: An overview of the main sports page]

By examining the sports betting section a bit closer, it’s clear that although the bookmaker covers an extensive range of football markets , many other disciplines are also available. In total, you’ll have the chance to bet on more than 20 sports, ranging from the most popular to the most obscure (futsal and volleyball).

The events that are available and the markets covered are prominently displayed and when you click on each line, the complete range of betting options is shown. This also includes Asian handicaps, over and under as well as exact score bets.

The possibilities are truly enormous as our comprehensive assessment of MrXbet confirms. Finding the right bet is easy and so is placing a wager. After a single click on a type of bet, a betting slip is immediately appears . You only have to enter the amount of your wager and then you’re done.

That means that the process is very simple. For beginners, a bit of practice is all you’ll need to familiarize yourself with it.

In addition, live betting offers a plethora of options. However there’s a downside: there’s still no live broadcast of any of the games. Instead, MrXbet offers a rather generous amount of graphics which will allow you to get a fairly accurate idea of what’s happening while the game is in progress. It doesn’t replace live streaming, but it’s still a good start.

Navigating this sports betting site has been simplified for all kinds of bettors, both beginners and more experienced players alike , starting with a quick and easy registration process.
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[bookmark: 2]What’s the welcome bonus worth?

When you open account, you’re entitled to a certain number of benefits such as MrXbet’s welcome bonus whose terms and conditions may be modified at any time. To get the most up-to-date information on this topic, visit the site’s “Promotions” tab.

However, the welcome bonus currently represents up to 100% of the first four deposits, with a fixed limit of 1.000 euro: this means that with a total deposit of 1.000 euro, you can start betting with a credit of 2.000 euro. But please note that in order to be eligible for this offer, you must make a minimum deposit of 20 euro.
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Furthermore, converting the aforementioned bonus into real money is subject to some fairly restrictive conditions. Specifically, you’ll be required to bet the bonus six time on wagers with odds greater than or equal to 1.6, with a maximum amount of €20. Certain bets and sports are excluded as explained here.

Moreover, MrXbet’s generosity isn’t limited to this bonus. Other promotional deals are regularly offered to reward the most loyal punters. For example there’s the monthly Sports reload, which awards you 50% of your first bonus of each month, up to a maximum of €100. Once again, however, collecting this bonus is subject to certain conditions.







[bookmark: 3]Strong point: the betting selection and odds

[image: The range of sports offered on the site]
In order to quickly establish itself in the very competitive world of sports betting, MrXbet has mainly relied on the appeal of its odds. Since MrXbet isn’t bound by the restrictions implemented by the Gambling Regulatory Authority of Ireland, it can apply odds that are more competitive than bookmakers licenced by the commission. For many disciplines and types of bets, their odds sometimes even come close to what the best sports betting sites are able to offer, but generally they’re in the medium-high range of what is offered on an international level.

When comparing MrXbet to 1xbet for example, we note that for 1X2 bets on football games, their odds are often the same and even better than dealers like Bet365.

MrXbet has earned a reputation for offering an attractive rate of return (sometimes more than 90%) and for maintaining a certain degree of uniformity in defining its odd, especially on football where it achieves its best results (1x2 bets merit special mention). After placing your bets with this bookmaker you’ll discover that you have a great chance to get the best possible return.

Note, however, that this site calculates winnings based on European odds (or decimals).
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[bookmark: 4]Live sports betting with MrXbet©

MrXbet hasn’t been standing on the sidelines of the craze generated by live betting. And while it’s regrettable that live streaming is still not available to support this section, the options offered are nevertheless impressive. The range of sports and the array of bets available are just as plentiful in pre-game mode, with the difference that statistics and odds are updated in real-time which will allow you to maximize your investment.
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Like the site overall, it’s great to find that the live betting interface is much less confusing than we’re used to. Even novices will be able to find their way around without too much difficulty. The effort for clarity in how the site displays its options is combined with instant alerts when odds are changed which allow you to enjoy a satisfying live betting experience.








[bookmark: 5]And More...

The dealer has developed an esports betting selection which covers the main events on the competitive scene and has now become one of the best on the market.
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The icing on the cake with MrXbet, is that in addition to sports betting, you can surrender to the lure of lottery games which are live and have drawings 24 hours a day. The drawings cover 5,6, or 7 balls and come with some rather enticing jackpots. Virtual sports are yet another feature included in the bookmaker’s selection. If you want to diversify your investments, have a look around this section where you’ll get the chance to place quick bets where the outcomes are revealed in just a few minutes.
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Access MrXbet now
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Stop being gouged by Gambling Regulatory Authority of Ireland dealers, stop getting blocked by foreign bookmakers and take charge of your betting.

MrXbet is a full-scale international bookmaker who accepts players from Ireland Find out all there is to know about this dealer.





[bookmark: 6]How to make deposits and withdrawals with MrXbet?

In order to offer a degree of flexibility to punters and also to raise its status as a an internationally renowned bookmaker, MrXbet allows several different payment solutions for both deposits and withdrawals. They range from making traditional bank transfers to paying by credit card (Visa and Mastercard) and also include using payment processers like Skrill or Neteller. In all this dealer offers more than 15 ways to credit your player account, with a fixed minimum of €10.

Withdrawing your balance or winnings can usually be done, with a few exceptions, using the same method for making deposits, and start from €100 for transfers compared to €50 for all other payment solutions. MrXbet has earned a reputation for transparency when processing withdrawal requests and for always making payments within specific timelines.
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[bookmark: 7]The final analysis

As noted in this review, MrXbet has only been around since 2017, but at the very least this bookmaker has shown that it has great ambitions. It’s particularly gratifying to see the efforts that it has made to produce a quality site where beginners and experienced players alike will easily find their way around despite the sheer magnitude of choices MrXbet has to offer.

And speaking of offers, they cover a range of sports and bets that’s quite simply impressive. . There won’t be any shortage of ideas when it’s time to place a betting order, whether in pre-game mode or while a game is in progress. High rollers will also appreciate the level of odds qwhich rival other international bookmakers -- even those in Asia.

However, it’s unfortunate that MrXbet doesn’t offer a live broadcast of any games at this time. Instead they have some very elaborate graphics and information updated in real-time that will help you in your decision making.

One more thing to keep in mind: although it is very responsive, nevertheless customer service is not available 24 hour a day/7 days a week. These downsides do not diminish the good impressions that MrXbet has created nor do they prevent us from recommending it without hesitation.










This site represents a personal review of MrXbet , a gambling dealer. Visitors should therefore verify any of the information presented herein. Use this link to visit their official site.

Contact this site: moc.sreidloshsiri@71liame
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